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Philosophy 57 — Day 7

• Quiz #2 Today (Chapter 3 — “Fallacy Matching”)

• On to Chapter 4 — Categorical Logic

– The Language of Categorical Logic

– Categorical Statements (four kinds)

– Their Grammar (also called syntax)

– Their Meaning (also called semantics)

– Using Venn Diagrams to Picture Categorical Statements
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Chapter 4: Categorical Statements — Overview& Definition

• I will not be covering sections 4.5 or 4.6. These sections are concerned with
the traditional (ancient), Aristotelian perspective on categorical claims.

• Moreover, I will only be discussing the modern, Boolean perspective on
categorical claims. This excludes some stuff from section 4.3 as well.

• Our goal in 4& 5 is to learn how to analyze categoricalarguments

(syllogisms). First, we need categoricalstatements(their building blocks).

• Here are two examples of categorical statements in ordinary language:

∗ Light rays travel at a fixed speed.

∗ Not all convicted murderers get the death penalty.

• A categorical statement(or proposition) relates two classes or categories,
denoted by thesubject term(S) and thepredicate term(P). Categorical
statements assert that either all or part ofS is included in (excluded from)P.

• What areS andP in the above two categorical statements?
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Chapter 4: Categorical Statements — Forms& Components

• Categorical statements come in fourstandard forms (we’ll discusstranslating

categorical claims from English into standard form at the end of the chapter):

∗ All S areP. ∗ No S areP.

∗ SomeS areP. ∗ SomeS are notP.

• The words “all”, “no” and “some” are calledquantifiersbecause they specify
how much of Sis included in (or excluded from)P.

• The words “are” and “are not” are called thecopula, because they link (or
“couple”) the subject term with the predicate term.

• Consider the following example of a standard form categorical statement:

∗ All members of the American Medical Association are persons holding
degrees from recognized academic institutions.

• What are its quantifier, subject term, predicate term, and copula?
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Chapter 4: Categorical Statements — Quality, Quantity& Distribution I

All S areP. Every member of theS class is a member of theP class. In other

words, theS class iscontained intheP class.

No S areP. No member of theS class is a member of theP class. In other

words, theS class isexcluded fromtheP class.

SomeS areP. At least one member of theS class is a member of theP class.

SomeS are notP. At least one member of theS class isnota member of theP class.

• Thequalityof a categorical claim is eitheraffirmativeor negative, depending
on whether itaffirmsor deniesclass membership.

∗ “All S areP” and “SomeS areP” haveaffirmativequality.
∗ “No S areP” and “SomeS are notP” havenegativequality.

• Thequantityof a categorical claim is eitheruniversalor particular, depending
on whether it makes a claim abouteverymember or justsomemember ofS.

∗ “All S areP” and “No S areP” areuniversal.
∗ “SomeS areP” and “SomeS are notP” areparticular.
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Chapter 4: Categorical Statements — Quality, Quantity& Distribution II

• Meaning Note: “SomeS areP” doesnot imply “SomeS are notP.”

• It is customary to give the single letter names “A”, “ E”, “ I”, and “O” to the
four kinds of standard form categorical claims (first four vowels).

Proposition Letter Name Quantity Quality
All S areP. A Universal Affirmative
No S areP. E Universal Negative
SomeS areP. I Particular Affirmative
SomeS are notP. O Particular Negative

• Unlike quality and quantity, which are attributes of entire categorical
statements,distributionis a property of aterm in a categorical statement.

• A term X is distributedin a categorical statement if the statement asserts
something abouteverymember of the classX (otherwise,X is undistributed).

• For instance, in the categorical statement (A) “All S areP”, the termS is
distributed, but the termP is undistributed (why?). What aboutE, I, O claims?
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Chapter 4: Categorical Statements — Quality, Quantity& Distribution III

• To determine whether terms are distributed in claims, it helps to visualize
what the claims assert aboutS andP using Venn Diagrams.

• In anE claim, “No S areP”, an assertion is made about every member of the
classS (i.e., that every member of the classS is outside ofthe classP).

• But, E claimsalsoassert something about every member of the classP (i.e.,
that every member of the classP is outside ofthe classS).

• So,both S and Pare distributed in anE claim “No S areP”.

• In anI claim, “SomeS areP”, an assertion is made aboutat least onemember
of S andat least onemember ofP. But,noassertion is made aboutevery

member of either class. So,neither S nor Pis distributed in anI claim.

• In anO claim, “SomeS are notP”, an assertion is made aboutat least one

member ofS, butnot abouteverymember ofS. So,S is undistributed inO.

• But, P isdistributed in anO claim. Why? Use a Venn Diagram here.
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Chapter 4: Categorical Statements — Quality, Quantity& Distribution IV

Proposition Name Quantity Quality SSS PPP

All S areP. A Universal Affirmative Distributed Undistributed

No S areP. E Universal Negative Distributed Distributed

SomeS areP. I Particular Affirmative Undistributed Undistributed

SomeS are notP. O Particular Negative Undistributed Distributed

• It may help to simplymemorizethe cases of distribution. The text offers two
mnemonic devices for remembering the above facts about distribution.

Mnemonic #1. UnpreparedStudentsNeverPass.
Universals distributeSubjects.Negatives distributePredicates.

Mnemonic #2. Any StudentEarningB’s Is Not On Probation.
A distributesSubject.E distributesBoth.
I distributesNeither.O distributesPredicate.

• I prefer todeducethese using Venn Diagrams and thedefinitionof
distribution.In Logic, answers can always bededucedfrom basic definitions.
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Chapter 4: Categorical Statements — Venn Diagrams& The Square of Opposition I

• Ultimately, we will use Venn Diagrams to test categoricalarguments

(syllogisms) for validity and invalidity. First, we need to learn how to
represent categoricalstatementsusing Venn Diagrams.

• We will always operate from themodern, Booleanstandpoint. You can ignore
the stuff in the book about the traditional, Aristotelain standpoint.

• The standard from categorical statements can be understood as follows:

(A) All S areP. = No members ofS areoutside P.

(E) No S areP. = No members ofS areinside P.

(I) SomeS areP. = At least oneS exists, and thatS is aP.

(O) SomeS are notP. = At least oneS exists, and thatS is not aP.

• Note: A andE donot imply that anyS’s exist! This is the modern, Boolean
standpoint. On the Aristotelian view,A andE do imply that someS’s exist.

• Consider “All unicorns are one-horned animals” (BooleanvsAristotelian).
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Chapter 4: Categorical Statements — Venn Diagrams& The Square of Opposition II

• To represent categorical statements using Venn Diagrams, we draw a box
containing two overlapping circles. The box stands for “all things”, and the
two circles stand for theS andP classes in the claim being represented.

S P

1 2 3 4 The box stands for the
class of “all things”.

• It is helpful to think about which class of things are contained in each of 1–4.

• Region 1= the class of things which are insideS but outsideP.
Region 2= the class of things which are insideS and insideP.
Region 3= the class of things which are outsideS and insideP.
Region 4= the class of things which are outsideS and outsideP.
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Chapter 4: Categorical Statements — Venn Diagrams& The Square of Opposition III

• Next, we adopt the following two Venn Diagram conventions.

1. If a region (i.e., 1–4) isempty, we useshading(hashing) to indicate this.

2. If a region containsat least one thing, we use an “X” to indicate this.

• For instance, recall that theI claim “SomeS areP” asserts thatat least one S

exists, and that S is inside of P. How would we draw aVenn Diagramfor I?

(I) Some S are P.

S P

1 2 3 4
X

• “SomeS areP” doesnot imply “SomeS are notP”. The fact that there is
something in region 2 doesnot imply that there is anything in region 1.

• What about the other three standard form categorical claims?
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Chapter 4: Categorical Statements — Venn Diagrams& The Square of Opposition IV

• A andE claims will both involveshading(hashing) regions.

(A) All S are P.

S P

1 2 3 4

• Let’s draw theE andO diagrams together on the board.

• Consider the following simple Categorical argument (“immediate inference”):

Some trade spies are not masters at bribery.
Therefore, it is false that all trade spies are masters at bribery.

• Let’s use Venn diagrams to prove that this argument isvalid. First, we must
express the argument usingstandard formcategorical statements. Then, we
will draw Venn Diagrams of the premise and the conclusion.
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